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About This Game

“he Who Fears Being Conquered Is Sure Of Defeat.”

The war-game March of the Eagles focuses on the dramatic conflicts of Europe during 1805 to 1820. Explore one of the
defining periods in European history with this experience crafted by the masters of Grand Strategy, Paradox Development

Studio. The makers of Hearts of Iron and Europa Universalis now bring The Napoleonic War to life in this war-focused strategy
game.

Main Features

 Take command: Rise to power in the era of the Napoleonic Wars and move on to claim the control of Europe

 Lead your nation: Attack your opponents and defend your nation’s border while the tension rises. Expand your nation
with war, negotiation and keep your empire from falling apart

 Europe is at your feet: Explore a historical topographic map in full 3D with a complete view of Europe

 Command your troops: Use the combat order system and manage your troops to secure as much power as possible

 Experience true warfare: Organize your armies, manage logistics, raid your enemy's supply lines and set the strategy for
your armies, fleets and more
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 Use diplomacy: Form coalitions against other major powers

 Explore the new idea system: Embrace new technology, military tactics and economical organization

 Become the dominant power of Europe: Experience the Victory System that allows you to dominate the other powers on
land and at sea

 Multiplayer: Battle against your friends in this heavily multiplayer focused game where you can engage in multiplayer
for up to 32 players

 Customize your game: March of the Eagles gives you the chance to customize and mod in detail to create your ultimate
wargame
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Title: March of the Eagles
Genre: Simulation, Strategy
Developer:
Paradox Development Studio
Publisher:
Paradox Interactive
Release Date: 18 Feb, 2013
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English,German
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10/10-ign. Fun Puzzle Game
+Decent length for price
+Great visuals
+Prelude was free and great

-Clunky controls
-Wish it were longer
-Puzzles were pretty easy

3/5

Impressed with this somewhat escape room-esque game. There's fun puzzles, a "horror" element that's not the greatest. But
compared to the rest of the elements of this game, the failed horror bit doesn't really make the game bad. Overall I'd say pick
this up if you want a great VR experience. However play the Prelude (Which is free) first.

If you liked this review Click here and follow for more reviews of VR titles. And Click here if you want to request reviews on
other VR titles.. 2/10: Considering the age it has decent graphics, but they are obviously outdated now. That's the positive things.
On to the negative.
First off; it's sporting massive multiplayer online combat, with 64 people....while the servers are down. So don't even think about
playing online anymore. After figuring that out, I gave a shot at the singleplayer campaign. It's the cheesy arcade-hall story:
"Red Star Nation attacks the oil supplies in the Middle East. We must stop them!". The gameplay itself isn't much better. Your
main rifle has the scatter of a shotgun as soon as you fire more than 1 shot at a time, vehicles drive clunky and the AI is
abysmal. The AI actually gives more meaning to the "singleplayer" than it simply not being multiplayer, you actually feel like
you play alone. At several instances I see one of my teammates and an enemy brotherly coming into a room or up the stairs. The
enemy starts shooting me, while my teammate does nothing.
Worst was when I encountered an enemy tank; it was parked right next to one of my own vehicles, which was shooting its
machinegun at the enemy. Ofcourse it was equipped with a rocket, but hey, those are expensive I guess!
However, the moment I got near the enemy noticed me and felt like it should shoot at me. Not much fun. Don't consider buying
it.. The game itself is good.
I upvote this because of the Marketing plan about exclusivity deals. Ovar 10 million people play futbol en brasil. More den a
game,

 a show.
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 More den a business,

 and artform..............

BRRRRAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAZIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIILLLLLLLLLLLLLLLL!. Doesnt load. I even left it loading
for a hour, some things loaded, vision was tunnled and broken up to much to interact. I have windows mixed reality. It said it
would work for that but it acts like other programs that are just for VR. Whatever the reason it doesnt work. I guess I cant get a
refund?
. I'm really enjoying this game so far. I hope that more people buy it so we can get more players! Only thing I might change
would be to drop the price a bit, to encourage more purchases and make it more available to get people in there!. Fantastic
game! Captures the magic of competitive CoD (before it all went downhill of course). No need for promod as everything you
need is already in there. Comp scene is active through FACEIT and quality of matches is high. Couple of 4v5s but that's due to
players and not due to the game, so get playing and don't be a part of the problem ;)

Great developers too! Communicative and responsive to the community. You'll have a great time.. Lets avoid beating around the
bush.

This is factorio in three dimensions, it's ugly, poorly optimised with a horrible UI and some awful design choices.

That being said, the gameplay is still the same as factorio with an entire new plane to craft in, if you loved making amazing
factories in that, you are going to love this.

Caveat: The one issue I do have with this game is that you have to wire up individual buildings and the wires take up
considerable space rather than being inlaid into blocks. Definately check out videos before you buy because in my opinion it
looks awful but I see myself getting a lot of fun out of this game.. i have used this product for 51 min now and i can say it is a
good product very happy
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Adds value to the game and story. I might say that these DLC are more structured then the main game.. NO SPOILERS.

What the others are saying rings true. I can not recommend it.
The end feels terribly rushed, and ends abruptly.
More than that, its designed to make you fail.
You will fail skill check after skill check, because the game DEMANDS it.
It is impossible to have such high values for so many parameters.
In the end, the game is rigged and your choices dont matter....
A shame, because i truly liked the first two parts.. This is awesome! You can run your own mud server and basically host your
own online world. I love it. I have been looking for a mud server to run for a long time. This one is easy to set up and works
perfectly. Thanks to the dev for this!. What is Into Blue Valley?

Genre: first person exploration with mystery and horror elements (kind of)
Setting: abandoned winter village hiding a secret
Difficulty: 1\/10 --> walk and collect items. nothing challenging at all
Length: 20 to 60 minutes for a single playthrough
Mode: singleplayer campaign

The positive aspects:

- graphics are nice (freezing camera lens) and strenghten ...
- ... the game's atmosphere which is generally creepy
- beautiful soundtrack

The negative aspects:

- flat story. At the end, open questions are left unanswered, no explanation why the protagonist is there, does what he does there,
is looking for there at all
- very short
- no challenge, which would be ok if you could immerse into the story deeply. but you can't because there is none, so it's a minus

Result (and summary for those who have no time reading):

Into Blue Valley is short, it lacks challenge and content, and there is no deep story. You do not miss anything not buying this
game. Maybe worth a tryout at sales time, but not for the regular price.. So far so good! I've played this game for about an hour
and have really enjoyed it. It really reminds me of old school games I used to play when I was younger. Really like the voice
acting and music, it really adds that extra flair for the game's experience. Art and gameplay are nice (althought I've died a lot
haha) and it shows a lot of work has been put into this game!. Great art, janky controls, unimaginitive puzzles, but it's the
absolutely mangled writing and decimated grammar contrasting with the earnest tone that makes this a must-play.
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